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The end of 1966 has come with sadness to many of our members
in the country and to those of the Benelux countries with the un–
timely death of JOS. SUY of Antwerp, Belgium. A very keen and
dedicated Scout and the head of a charming family whose hospitality
has been enjoyed by so very many of our members, JOE had many
friends in the U.K. that knew him through his work in Belgium with
the International War Graves Commission. This Spring several of us
were in Antwerp for an international meeting of Benelux and S.S.C.C.
members, and I recall JOE’s great delight at the spirit of inter–
national fellowship that had been fostered.
To his wife PAULA, daughter and son–in–law RIA and JAN go our
sincere sympathies in their great loss, which is shared by his many
friends in all parts of the world.
I am sorry to report that continued ill–health has reluctantly
caused CHARLES SEATON to give up the Sales Bureau from the end of
December. CHARLIE has handled this aspect of the Club’s services
for many years and made many new friends and contacts throughout the
world. Whilst regretting this retirement, we all wish him well in
the future and that his friends of many years will continue to write
and give him news of their various activities.
ROY RHODES has been having a rough time of things in hospital
but he is now on the mend and will be taking a full part in the
activities of the Club and the Scouting life of Walthamstow!
Yes, I know the Journal is late again, but we are all fallible
creatures, as older members will remember!
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FROM THE EDITORIAL IN–TRAY
My grateful thanks to...
...JOHNNY L. BURNS (Member 864) for writing and sending me some
covers and seals from the 4th Nippon Jamboree. No Vietnam
Scout or Scouter attended this Jamboree and he was the only
American service man from that area to make the trip. As he
had previously spent three years in Japan and had attended the
3rd Nippon Jamboree in 1962 he was able to renew Scout friend–
ships. He also sent me a ticket from a movie show sponsored by
the Scouts of Vietnam at Quin Nhon for their camping funds and
which is stamped with a Scout handstamp. Quite an unusual
piece of Scout material from a war stricken country.
...MISS MARY LAMBE (Member 774) for telling me that the
Australian branch of the S.S.C.C. will be commemorating the
110th Anniversary of B.P.’s birth and the 60th anniversary of
Scouting by holding a stamp display on 25th February next and
have planned to have special cacheted covers posted at the
Baden Powell sub–post office – an office on the site of the
Frankston Jamboree – on the 22nd of that month. The display
itself will feature Australian Scout material and it is hoped
young members will be persuaded to provide items. It has also
been officially stated that a special handstamp will be used at
the Guide Camp next May which will be opened by Lady Baden
Powell.
...HENRIK WIRZENIUS (Member 423) for his letter in which he
mentioned he was preparing a list of official postal Scout
cancellations that have been used in Finland. With the lists
of such marks from Denmark, Norway and Sweden already published,
this list from Finland will provide members with a very complete
picture of Scout postal history material from the countries in
that area. Congratulations to the following members of the
S.S.C.C. in gaining awards at NORDIA, 1966, the largest Stamp
Exhibition held in Finland this year at Helsinki, from June 11th
to 15th. These awards were for Scout collections in the thematic
section of the Exhibition:–
HARALD THOURSIE, Sweden,
REINERT RÖDLAND, Norway,

)
)

Silver Medal

ANITA FLAIER, Denmark, Diploma, Junior Class, equivalent to a
Silver Medal.
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SALUTE

TO

J.

SUY

A good friend of the Club had died. Josef Suy of
Belgium who has greatly helped in the build up of our
membership in that country died on November, 15th, 1966.
Many members will know of Jos. as the result of having
met him or through correspondence, and all will have
appreciated the care and concern which he devoted to his
work for the club, and foe the collecting of Scout stamps.
I had the pleasure and privilege of being the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Suy during the time of S...Boum, and it is
undoubtedly true that much of the success of the philatelic
exhibit lay was due to Joe Suy’s indefatigable work.
He was still a young man. Born in 1919, he had seen
fighting during the second World War along side the British
Forces, and had even picked up some of their language. The
unexpected service word which he occasionally introduced
into his conversation was completely typical of the man, and
added a touch of endearment. All who knew him will mourn
his passing and our condolences go to Mrs. Paula Suy, and
their daughter Ria. I have already heard from Mrs. Suy and
her son–in–law Jan Mewis that they will be carrying on with
Joe’s collection and the distribution services which he
undertook in Belgium. I was not able to attend the funeral,
but sent a cable on behalf of the Club, expressing our
great sympathy.
It is the service of conscientious servants such as
Jos. Suy which have helped in the growth and standing of
this Club. We will remember him.
...H.L.F.
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1ST B.C. – YUKON PROVINCIAL JAMBOREE, PENTICTON
(BY WILF NODDER)
From BILL TURNEY, member 458, who was the postmaster at
this Jamboree, I have received some details about the postal
arrangements and the camp itself which was held at Penticton
from 9th to 16th July, 1966.
It was attended by about 2,500 Scouts and 250 Scout
leaders with nearly 200 army service personnel and other
interested people helping to make it the success it was.
The post office operated from the Administration H.Q.
tent (Army) and although not an officially registered one, it
was authorised to accept and deliver all mail by way of the
Penticton post office, three miles east of the Ponderosa
Camp site. BILL, with the able help of a part time assistant
and Akela Leader was responsible for the receipt and delivery
of all mail from and to the sub–camps Cosmos, Terra, Nautilus
and Icarus.
About 500 covers were handstamped “FIRST DAY” in green
prior to the opening day and on delivery at the Penticton
post office, the special slogan cancellation “B.C. CENTENNIAL
BOY SCOUT ADVENTURE JAMBOREE” was applied.
The covers had been printed by the B.C. Provincial H.Q.s
and were available two months prior to the Jamboree.
Approximately 1,100 covers out of a total of 3,500 were ‘First
Day’ – members who belong to the P.L.D. will by now have
received one such cover.
BILL understands that one day early in August this
year, about 500 of the same covers were mailed, each bearing
the same slogan cancellation as that used at the Jamboree.
These covers, he believes, are available from the B.C.H.Q’s,
1755, Capilano Road, North Vancouver, B.C. He also mentioned
that there are few S.S.C.C. members in his area, but that he
hoped to promote some interest by displaying copies of the
Journal in the City library and in H.Q.s.
(Thanks, BILL, for sending in this information which I
am sure members will find of use. Ed.)
---o---o---o---o---o---o---o---o---
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NEWS

OF

NEW STAMPS

AND

CANCELS

KUWAIT
The Ministry of Posts announced that an issue of two stamps
would be made on December 21st to commemorate the 30th Anniver–
sary of Scouting in Kuwait. Two denominations - 4 fils and 20
fils - with an extremely small printing of 100,000 in sheets of
50.
DENMARK
K.F.U.K. Camp at BORUP-SJAELLAND July 19th 28th.
Rover Expedition to Greenland - Summer.
It is hoped that cancels will be allowed for each of these
two events according to news from Denmark.
AUSTRALIA
The Australian Corroborea to be held Woodhouse, a mile
north of Stirling East, will be held from December 28th to
January 7th and some 5,000 Scouts are expected. The special
postmark will feature the Scout emblem and the “Woodhouse”
homestead.
NEW ZEALAND
The 11th Dominion Sea Scout Regatta will be held at
Waihola from December 29th to January 6th 1967 and there will
again be a special Post Office and Special cancel. This will be
the Dominion’s first fresh-water regatta, the lake being
situated some 25 miles south of Dunedin.
PAKISTAN
The 4th National Jamboree will be held in Karachi from
January 28th to February 5th and the Pakistan authorities will be
issuing a special stamp for the occasion.
MALAYA
1st Malaysian Jamboree.

December 9th to 19th, 1966.

U.S.A.
A great booming 60th Anniversary year ahead with the 12th
World Jamboree at Farragut, Idaho, from August 1st to 9th (the
exact dates of the Brownsea Island camp in 1907) and the 21st
World Scout Conference at Seattle from August 12th to 17th.
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As it is clear that this issue cannot now reach members
until after Christmas, I must content myself by saying that I do
most sincerely hope that you will all have had a very happy time
in every way - while for 1967, may it indeed be a brighter and
more prosperous one for all of us, and for the World.
Now to some more specific Notes:ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 1967 - and first an IMPORTANT CHANGE ...
the date is altered from the 11th to the 4th March. This was
made necessary by the fact that Roland House was unable to
accept a final booking until the date of their Annual Reunion
could be fixed, which turned out as they anticipated to be the
day we originally chose. Of course, if you do turn up on the
11th I am sure Roland House will be very pleased to see you at
their own Big Do - but please make sure you give our one
priority by booking the new date NOW. One of the main ideas
behind having our meeting earlier in the year this time is that
it should conflict less with Scout and other functions and
activities, so I do hope a record number of you will be able
to be there.
There will again be displays on view, both of the rare and
mouth-watering kind and of the more easily afforded but still
equally interesting items we can all hope to acquire if we try.
Then there will be plenty of mint stamps particularly attractively
mounted, which may well give us all some ideas for our own
collections, and we hope to include also some of the latest
material of all kinds. In addition (and this too is important),
we are hoping that all of you will bring along your items connected with the 1947 and 1951 French and Austrian World Jamborees
Yes - all your covers, cards, etc., not just something you may
know is rare - so that we may have a good get-together on these
events and probably all learn something (and maybe see some
things we never knew existed). We had a very successful session
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on the 1937 Dutch Jamboree a few years ago and I am sure this can
be equally so if we all co-operate. And if all this isn’t enough,
we are promised to see some colour slides of Mafeking - though I
imagine not quite contemporary with you-know-what!
Once again, so that no-one gets lost, the Underground station
at Stepney Green is quite close (turn right, cross over, turn down
a small alley called hayfield Passage to the left and you will
find the House about 150 yards down on the left again), while for
the vehiculated plutocrats (Cor!), go down the road called
Stepney Green, a turning to the south off the A.12 Mile End Road,
and you will find the House on the left behind some gardens. So
there - I’ve given it to you on a plate, so there’s no excuse for
letting me down!
SOUTHERN REGIONAL MEETING. Any members who can be in Croydon on
Saturday afternoon the 4th February should certainly make a point
of booking the date of this Regional Meeting, the fifth annual
one arranged by our Treasurer and Regional Representative Mr.
A.H. Nicholson. It will be held at 49 Friends Road (an extremely apt address) by the kindness of our member Mrs. M.E. Kennett
- whose warm hospitality would make the meeting very worthwhile
even without the stamps and the others you will meet. Invitations
are sent out direct to all members thought likely to be able to
come, but any others who can attend will be very welcome and
should get in touch with Mr. Nicholson as soon as possible - his
address and telephone number are shown inside the cover of this
Journal.
THE ROBBERS STRIKE AGAIN! I am told that QATAR, one of the oil
states of the Persian Gulf, should properly be pronounced “Gutter”
which events recently seem to suggest may not be without some
significance. All these countries have recently changed their
currencies (they used to use Indian) and so of course need new
stamps ... so Qatar has overprinted her recent issues - including the Scout one of 1965, the set perf. and imperf., pies of
course, the miniature sheets ditto. But wait - the worst is
yet to be told! ... it seems almost the entire issue was taken
up by one American dealer, who now offers them at something
over £8 a set, trade price. Fortunately, words fail me - but
will they (and we?) ever learn? The “Robber Coast” indeed,
though I am glad to say that, by contrast, the issue from
Kuwait of two stamps to mark thirty years of Scouting there
seems likely to be done quite regularly and properly, so perhaps
there’s hope even for Gutter!
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PETER’S POT-POURRI

BY PETER DUCK

Going back a couple of Journals to the August issue, I have
been given details of a further Scout Cancellation from Italy.
My old friends Harald Thoursie and Jos Suy sent me details of
the San Candide cancel of 1952 for the 1 Campo Nazionale Rover
which was held in August of that year. Both state that they
have never seen the cancel, have you?
Jos also gives me details of some other supplementary cancels
from Italy as follows- 1962 CARRARA 6th April with additional
Circular cancel “ASCI Scautismo Nautico Sez. Salvamento a Nuoto”
The cachet on the cover shows a Lifebuoy, anchor and Scout Badge
and reads “ASCI Scautismo Sezione salvamento a Nuoto XVIIe
Congresso Nazionale Federatione Italiana Nuoto”. 1964 CAPRERA
30th July with additional cancel showing an anchor and Scout
Badge and reading “Caprera 1964 Campo nautico Formazieno”. The
cachet is of the same design as the supplementary cancel and
reads “Campo ASCI di Specializzazione Nautica Caprera July August 1964”. 1964 Villetta-Barrera L’Aquila 8th August. The
rectangular cancel reads “ASCI Esploratori D’Italia 3e Campo
Nazionale Rover 9, -16 Augusto 1964. Parco Nazionalo D’Abruzzo”
The cachet reads the same as the cancel and shows a bear in the
mountains.
If any member has any further information about these cancels
or any spare copies, I should be very pleased to hear from him.
Harald Thoursie and Dr. Meinhard Moser (of Austria) also
answer my query in the October Journal about the Swedish cancel
“ENKÖPING UTSTÄLLNINGEN”. This is not a Scout cancel, but was in
use in the City of Enköping during May for their City Exhibition,
the Word Utställningen meaning exhibition.
NEW ISSUES
The African Republics of Dahomey and Gabon issued their
Scout stamps on the 17th October.
Dahomey’s issue consists of the following denominations:5 Fr (yellow-ochre, brown & red) Scouts signalling
10 Fr (green, red & black) Totem pole
30 Fr (orange, violet & red-brown) Scouts and camp-fire
50 Fr (blue, green & brown) Bridge-building
Each stamp also depicts 3 different Scout badges as does the
First day covers, one cover bearing the 5 and 30 Fr. stamps, and
the other cover the 10 and 50 Fr. values. The stamps were
designed by Claude Haley and printed by the Paris State Printing
Office.
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A miniature sheet was issued containing all 4 values. The
first day cancellation from the Philatelic bureau is circular,
single line type and reads “Premier Jour Cotonou” around the edge
with “Scoutisme” 17 October 1966 in the centre.
Gabon’s issue is of 2 stamps both in the same colours
(brown, blue-grey and red.) 30 fr showing Scouts at a camp-fire,
and 50 fr depicting an Investiture. A F.D.C. was issued for each
stamp, the design being the same as that of the stamp. The
stamps were designed by D Errey and presumably printed in Paris.
The first day cancel is similar to that for Dahomey but giving
the Capital City of Libreville.
As I was able to obtain my stamps and covers direct from the
Philatelic Bureaux of the countries concerned. I was fortunate
enough to obtain a Registered F.D.C. of the 50 fr value from
Dahomey, also the pair from Gabon on a Registered cover a few
days after the first day.
We have now had Scout, stamps issued by four of the exFrench Colonial Possessions in Africa in the last year or so.
Central African Republic in September 1965 and Upper Volta in
June, all for no apparent reason. There have also been issues for
the Pioneers of Mali, and the Tchad Youth movement. Perhaps we
are in for a glut of Youth commemoratives (including Scouts) from
these countries. What can we expect from the Ivory Coast,
Cameroons, Congo Republic, Mauritania, Senegal?
A funny thing happened in QATAR, in May 1965 they issued a
set of Scout stamps which more-or-less coincided with their
membership of the World Scout Bureau. Within a few days, these
stamps were sold out by the Philatelic bureau. Miniature sheets
had been rationed and imperf. stamps were not issued (although
they somehow turned up in October). Now an announcement has been
received that Qatar is to change her currency from naye paise
and Rupees to dirhams and riyals and all Qatar stamps are to
be re-issued overprinted with the new currency. This overprinting will include all Scout stamps, perf. and imperf. plus
miniature sheets and including many other Qatar commemorative
issues which had all been in short supply.
JAPAN has issued two delightful cancels in 1966. The
first for the 4th Nippon jamboree from 5-9 August at Okayama.
The cancel shows a Scout saluting in front of some tints and
mountains. The cancel was issued in a number of different
cities and these can be distinguished by the differing Japanese.
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characters at the bottom of the cancels. There were also two selfadhesive labels issued for this camp, both printed on silver-foil
paper.
The second cancel was issued for the 19th World Conference of
Girl Guides & Girl Scouts held at Shiba from 28th September to 8th
October.
The cancel shows the Girl Guide trefoil surrounded by Japanese
characters. The Official covers give the names of the Countries
where all previous World Conferences have been held. Incidentally
only on the last two occasions were there special cancels for the
Conferences - Denmark in 1963 and Greece in 1960.
Another cover which has come my way from Japan in 1966 was
issued for the Woodbadge Reunion with John Thurman, Camp Chief of
Gilwell February 27-8th 1966. The cover shown 2 Scouts saluting
and shaking hands and is signed by John himself.
Labels from Libya
Special labels were issued in Libya in 1962 to publicize the Third
Philia for Boy Scouts of the Mediterranean area. These labels show
a deer leaping over the word Libya in Arabic characters also in
Roman lettering, a Scout badge appears above with the Words ‘Third
Philia’ in Arabic and English. These labels were printed twice
because those issued before the camp are darker blue in the centre
and the border is of a deeper purple. Another difference appears v
the lettering at the bottom of the labels.
On the occasion of the Promise Camp which was held in 1964, a
label was issued, and this is the same design as the 20m. stamp
for the same event.
A recent label which I have on a Cover from libyan Scout H.Q.
and dated 1966 shows a Scout on horseback and carrying the flag of
the Arab Jamboree recently held in Libya.
MEMBERS ADVERT
The “Post Brownie Cottage Fund” has been started to raise
money to provide a country holiday centre for handicapped Brownies
and the fund is well into the four-figure range. At the Annual
Bazaar I run a stall which sells, amongst other things, packets of
stamps, and would appeal to Club members who have stamps that are
surplus to their needs to send some along to me - any stamps, on or
off paper; any quantity; any country - in fact, anything!
WILLIAM G. BARNES, 67 RUSKIN WALK, HERNE HILL, LONDON, S.E.24.
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The Philatelic Congress of Great Britain
Melville Memorial Sub-Committee
A “Must” for Junior Collectors
With a larger number of new Societies now joining Congress,
the opportunity for Juniors to enter the forthcoming Melville
Memorial Competition is greater than ever.
The competition is open to all junior collectors under the
age of 21, provided their entry is submitted through a Society
affiliated to the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain by
February 1st, 1967. Competitors unable to enter through a local
society may send their entry through the British Philatelic
Association, 446 Strand, London, W.C.2.
There are four a&- groups: Class A, for those from 17 to
under 21; Class B, 15 to under 17; Class C, 12 to under 15; Class
D, under 12 years. Ages are reckoned as on May 1st, 1967.
Rules governing the competition, also a booklet entitled
“From the Judge’s Angle”, which is a brief guide for intending
competitors, are available free on application from the Hon.
Secretary; Mrs. D.M. Green, Flat 5, 31 Cliff Drive Canford Cliffs,
Poole, Dorset, on receipt of a stamped addressed envelope.
Don’t forget the sooner you apply, the more time you will
have to prepare your exhibit.
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THE 6TH SWISS NATIONAL SCOUT JAMBOREE
by Fredy Scherb and Reg Morris
The Camp
The 6th Swiss National Scout Jamboree was held at Domleschg, in
the Rhine Valley near Chur from July 27th until August 3rd. The
camp was spread over an area of 76.5 square kilometres; from
Tamins in the north to Thusis in the south with the village of
Bonaduz being the centre of activity.
Approximately 15,000 Scouts were in camp. 2,000 were Service
Scouts/Scouters, 12,000 were Swiss Scouts and there were small
contingents from Greece, Great Britain, Israel, Germany and
Austria. The U.K. contingent numbered about 20 but the clamour
they made when the World Football Cup results were announced
did the U.K. proud!
Although the camp had a general headquarters in Bonaduz the
organization and detailed administration was planned on a subcamp basis, primarily because of the desire to give each troop
a spacious site of its own and because of the physical separation
of the camps in the north and south. (Almost 12 miles!)
Accordingly the camp was split into twelve sub-camps plus a
reception camp on the Bonaduz-Ems road.
A camp newspaper was produced daily. Entitled “Capricorn” it cost
20 cents a copy and enjoyed a circulation of 10,000.
The camp also had its own train, a garishly painted affair which
chugged 5 times daily from Domat/Ems to Thusis and back, carrying
ordinary unsuspecting, fare-paying passengers, camp mail (5,000
parcels daily), newspapers and, of course, Scouts - lots of them
- for they were allowed to travel free if in uniform!
One Scouter was responsible for the organization of the camp mail
and postal services together with 2 assistants with specific
responsibilities for the two services. All three had special
official handstamps which were similar to the sub-camp post office
handstamps described later. In addition to these three officials
there was a post-master and post office in each of the 12 subcamps.
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The post-master of the No. 4 sub-camp was none other than club
member Walter Grob Sigrist!
Each sub-camp post office conducted normal postal business including telegram and telephone services, the sale of stamps,
sorting and distribution of letters and parcels and receipt of
letters.
At the entrance of each post office there were two receptacles for
letters. One was an ordinary yellow P.T.T. letterbox and letters
deposited therein received the camp handstamp. The other was a
P.T.T. sack and letters deposited therein were passed through the
Chur cancelling machine. Chur was indeed the postal centre to
which camp mail was delivered and from which it was collected. It
is interesting to note that not only did Scouters and Service
Scouts man the post offices but Scouts also delivered the mail
within the camp including registered items.
Each sub-camp postmaster had an official handstamp which was
applied to his official mail and to campers’ mail if so requested
by the camper. But it was used for two other purposes, (i) it
was applied to balloon cards as an indication of receipt of payment of the surcharge for the pilot’s signature (only those cards
handed in on the Saturday morning at the landing site do not have
such cachets), (see later).
(ii) it was applied to collective railway tickets bought by
campers from the sub-camp and was recognised by the Swiss
Railway officials as the stamp of an authentic issuing authority.
These handstamps thus had official railway recognition if not
official P.T.T. recognition.
In addition to the 12 sub-camp offices, the P.T.T. installed a
mobile post office at the main reception area near the Bonaduz subcamp.
Postmarks, Cachets, Labels and Stationery
1.

Slogan cancel
From the beginning of June until August 3rd, a transposed
special slogan cancel was used on most mail emanating from
Chur.
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The boxed slogan (see fig.1) shows a stylised head of a “steinbock” or “ibex” with the date of the camp at the top and the
inscription “6th Swiss Scout National Camp, 1966, Domleschg”.
The circumscription of the datestamp reads 7000 Chur 1 ***.
2.

3.

The official camp handstamp (fig. 2)
Only one type of handstamp was used throughout the camp, a
fixed date slug 27.7-3.8.66. Thus there is no method of
telling on which day a letter was sent from the camp.
Furthermore the mobile post office did not follow the usual
practice of applying the familiar mobile P.O. cancel to the
stamp with the camp postmark alongside. They dispensed with
the moveable date mobile P.O. cancellation and used only the
camp cancel.
This camp handstamp was used only in the mobile office and at
Chur. 9 dies were made, 4 were used at the Mobile P.O. and 5 at
Chur 1. One of those used at Chur 1 shows a noticeable short ‘U’
in “Bonaduz”.
The official camp cachets
As stated earlier, there were twelve sub-camp post offices each
of which had a cachet, used for both official and unofficial
identification purposes.
The general format of 11 of them is as shown in fig. 3. The
last line obviously differs according to the sub-camp and
reads as follows:1. Tamins
5. Tschavir
9. Paspels
2. Reichenau
6. Tulau
1O. Rodels
3. Bregl
7. Rhäzüns
11. Cazis-Fürstenau
4. Bonaduz
8. Rothenbrunnen-Tomils 12. Sils
Sub-camp No. 12, Sils, also used a different type of cachet as
shown in fig. 4.
The three officials responsible for the camp post and rail
services also used cachets similar to type 3 but the second
line in these cases reads Ressort Bahn U. Post and the third
lines:1. Ressortchef
)
2. Unterressortchef Bahn ) See fig. 5
3.
”
Post )
In addition to these, a cachet was applied to official camp
mail emanating from the reception camp (Empfangslager) at
Domat/Ems as is shown in fig. 6.
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All the above cancels and cachets are invariably found struck
in black or bluish-black.
4.

Registered Mail
The Schweiz Automobil-Postbureau 2 registered labels are as
shown in fig. 7. The lettering is in black with the exception
of the R which is red.
On the opening day, the first registered label to be used was
No. 757. By the morning of the 30th (Saturday) i.e. 4 days
later, the 1000 label had been used (actually a 000 label
with a manuscript 1 prefix) and a new series, starting with
001 commenced. The last registered item was No. 220 on
August 3rd. It follows that less than 500 items were registered in the camp and there is no way of telling which day
the item was registered from examination of covers for the
fig. 2 cancel has a fixed date.
A second type of Registration label, used at Chur is shown in
fig. 13.

5.

Labels
Altogether 4 labels were available in the camp. The first
three were officially authorized. Printed and distributed by
the Zurich stamp dealer Neuphiladienst, they cost 1 Swiss
france a piece (about 1/8d. each) with an unknown percentage
of the takings being donated to the Scout organization.
They are of the same size (7cm. x 4½cm., imperf, horizontal,
format) and design but in different colours and languages.
Red = Italian

Yellow = German

Green = French

Fig. 8 gives a rough idea of the design.
In view of the cost of these labels we doubt if many were
sold.
The fourth label (fig.9) is even more elusive, known as the
“Pfadiblock”, it is 65 x 57 mm, imperforate, vertical format,
and red in colour with white lettering. In the rectangle is
a copy of the 5c Scout stamp of the 1963 publicity set. In
the preparation of these labels the ordinary gum on the stamps
was removed and a special glue used which makes it impossible
to remove the stamp from the label. 500 of these labels were
prepared but 50 were damaged in preparation. 50 of the
remainder were reserved for exhibitors in the stamp exhibition, camp officials and dignitaries and the remaining
400 were sold in sub-camp 4 at 1 Fr. apiece and limited to
1 per camper.
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6.

Private cachets
Two private cachets were in use at the camp. Member-dealer
Hans Amsler had a small stall tucked away behind the stamp
exhibition and applied to most of his material a cachet in
blue advertising the stamp exhibition, see fig. 10; the
other, prepared by Fredy Scherb is shown in fig. 11.

7.

Camp Stationery
(a) Envelopes:
Four different types of envelopes are to be found:
(i) The official first day cover is 160 x 114 mm and was
printed and distributed by Newphiladienst. It is edged in
green and has the Swiss Scout fleur de lys in the top left
corner with a four line caption “6th National Swiss Scout
Camp” beneath. The dealer was not authorized to use the
Camp motif on the covers. The Ibex symbol was reserved for
the official administration mail i.e.
(ii) Foolscap autofix envelopes (225 x 115 mm) and large orthodox white envelopes (225 x 160 mm). The Ibex and a 5 line
caption in green appears in the bottom left corner of the
former whilst a 6th line .. “Postfach 8047 Zurich” is added
to the latter.
(iii) A 160 x 114 mm private dealer’s cover in black depicting
a full Ibex in the top left corner with the camp text.
(iv) A 160 x 114 private dealer’s cover in brown with a camp
scene and the camp text.
(b) Postcards:
Six different types of camp postcards exist:
(i) The official card showing the stylised Ibex in green on
a grey background with the caption in the local romanish
dialect “6 Champ federal dals battasendas svizzers illa
Tumgias-cha”. Supplies of this card were exhausted by the
29th.
(ii) An exact replica of the Donald Brun Swiss Scout label
(Scout salute in yellow superimposed on the red and white
Scout flag all on a grey background) with the marginal inscriptions omitted.
(iii) 4 black woodcuts by Werner Hofmann:1. Scouts playing accordion and guitar
2. Overladen Scouts en route for camp
3. Scouts in tent (about 11 of them in a two-man bivouac)
4. Scouts in front of large cauldron crammed with
goodies
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(iv) 8 Different camp scenes. Black and white matt finish.
(v) 2 Camp scenes. Black and white glossy.
(vi) Balloon Card. On the morning of Saturday 30th July
history was made with the first ever Scout balloon post
flight.
Sponsored by well-wishers of the Movement the balloonist Edgar
Albrecht of Zurich brought favourable Press and Television
publicity to the camp by lofting in his brilliantly coloured
balloon “HB-BOE” (some 45 feet in diameter) from the H.Q. camp
area. In addition to the pilot, one passenger, and a small
quantity of special camp balloon cards were carried. The
card cost 2 Swiss francs or 4 Swiss francs with the pilots
signature. Those cards purchased in the sub camps also bear
the sub camp cachet to indicate that the additional 2 Swiss
francs had been paid and the card needed a signature. Those
cards purchased at the launch point on the Saturday morning
prior to the launch do not show such a sub camp cachet. The
balloon flew over the Alps to Germany and landed in a village
near Dachau and Munich. The mail was then transported to the
Swiss frontier where it was cancelled at Buchs. (Fig. 15).
In addition on each of the cards appears a rubber cachet,
indicating the landing point - fig. 14 and a red cachet (see
fig. 12). On close examination of the cards it can be seen
that this red cachet was actually printed on the card
before the addition of the other black print and is not
therefore a cachet in the accepted sense of the word.
The obverse of the card shows a black line sketch of a
balloon in flight over pine-wooded mountains with a circumscription “6th national Scout camp” written in French,
German, Italian and Romanish.
FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL - By Howard L. Fears
I’m not sure I expected to be so tied for space, but never mind.
On the home front we have now added to the fears (pardon FEARS)
by a baby daughter, JULIA, born on December 31st. Any queries
about her stamp collecting habits or any other habits will be
disregarded!
Starting soon I hope to maintain in the Journal a list of countries
etc. from which P.L.D. and mint stamps will be distributed. The
Club Catalogue is now completely SOLD OUT. A reprinting may be
authorised during 1967.
Have you noted the date, time and place for the A.G.M? Also any
further Committee nomination should be sent to me AT ONCE.
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LIECHTENSTEIN - A “NEW” SCOUT STAMP
BY STANLEY K. HUNTER
In 1932, the Principality of Liechtenstein issued a set of
three Child Welfare stamps. The 10 rappen value depicts a girl
symbolising Youth, paying tribute to the Princely Crown and Arms
of Liechtenstein. The 20 r. depicts H.S.H. Princess Elsa, flanked
by two young girls in National Costume while the 30 r. shows
H.S.H. Prince Franz I, flanked by two boys.
This last stamp has always been classed as a “Scout” issue,
while the 20 r. has been wrongly attributed occasionally as “Guide”.
As Guiding did not start in the Principality until 1938, I have
always agreed with the rejection of this item in a Scout collection.
On perusing the catalogue of the 2nd Meschede (Germany) Scout
Show, for the Scout Stamp Bibliography, I glanced at a photograph
that had appeared in “Die Jugend”, the Liechtenstein Scout and
Guide Magazine. One can often get a smile at the expense of the
pioneer members of the Movement in these early photographs.
The photo shows the Scouts of Liechtenstein, and is dated
30th August, 1932. The boys are smartly dressed - for it was a
very important day for Scouting in the Principality. In the
presence of the aged Prince, the Boy Scouts were presented with
Colours by Princess Elsa in the courtyard of the Castle at Vaduz.
At the rear of the photo, stand the Princely couple - in the
costumes shown on the Welfare stamps. The new Flags are shown,
and although the bearer of one is obscured by the crowd, another
is seen to be wearing a flag sash - as in the 30 r.
In the centre of the crowd of lads are two little girls in
the National Costume - yes - as in the 20 r. stamp. The likenesses
are quite definite. I am convinced that the two girls who participated in the Flag Ceremony are the two girls shown on the
stamps.
The Ceremony took place in August. I feel that there would
be time for the Viennese artist H.C. Kosel to examine this photograph or a similar one, and select this as the theme for the set
issued on December 22nd. (This set, incidentally, was the only
one that depicts the Princely couple in local costume.)
My claim is that the entire set - the only Child Welfare
stamps issued in Liechtenstein - was inspired by the Flag
Ceremony of August 30th, held by the Boy Scouts.
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HOWARD L. FEARS
Nearly ten years ago and the Club came into existence. Now
it seems that with the latest steady stream of new members there
is every probability that member number 1,000 will be enrolled by
the end of 1966 or, certainly, by the time our first anniversary
occurs in 1967. This is a magnificent achievement and has only
been thought about by the unceasing efforts of the bands of
willing helpers.
However, it is not regarding this aspect of the 1,000th enrolment (to come), that I am writing, but rather to emphasise the
fact that the club still manages to retain and maintain its friendly
and intimate atmosphere. Naturally there have been losses in
membership during the course of the club’s existence, and these
have involved, especially, junior members, resignations through
lack of interest, deaths, and all the other dozen and one things
which cause people to change their spheres of concern. But there
are still very many who have been with us all the way, and as the
numbers grow so we can have every confidence in looking forward
to the second thousand. When one has 50 members enrolled it
seers that to reach 100 will inevitably make things difficult.
After a hundred one becomes a little frightened of 200 and at 500
it seems as if the limit must have been reached. But still we
grow, and the need for a Club of our sort is proved by the steady
increase in membership. To all members whether of long service
or short, a Hearty 1,000th greeting.
SCOTTISH CLUB MEETING
An informal get-together was held in Edinburgh on October
8th, at the Roxburghe Hotel, Charlotte Square. As guest of
honour, the Club Membership Secretary, “Bim” Knight, was specially
welcome.
Members were introduced to Paisley philatelist, Dr. Jimmy
Caldwell, who exhibited a few items from his collection - proofs
of the Penny Black, and Mulready envelopes - items presented by
Sir Rowland hill to Wallace of Kelly (the M.P. that made Hill’s
Penny Post scheme acceptable).
STANLEY K. HUNTER (Member 51)

Regional Rep - Scotland
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by the Assistant Editor
The new issue from Dahomey is now in plentiful supply and the
four stamps were issued on October 4th. In addition the four
stamps were issued se-tenant in a perforated souvenir sheet.
Without any warning a set of ‘Education’ stamps were issued
in Haiti and two of them had a Scout flavour! The remaining four
vals. are an integral part of the set, reminding us of the
Nicaragua ‘Baseball’ set and the pre-war set from Turkey. However, there was a specially designed F.D.C. which was serviced
with the Scout stamps only, and the special cancel ‘Premier jour
- Education’ and dated October 18th.
Also from Haiti this year has been the 50th Anniversary
cancellation from Port-au-Prince on August 12th.
Japan issued a special cancel for the 19th International Conference of Girl Scouts and Girl Guides, September 28th to October
8th.
The Gabon set of two stamps was issued on October 17th and
F.D.C.s were postmarked at the capital, Libreville. The stamps
were printed (at the Atelier ou timbre de Paris) and were the
work of designer, Jacques Dery.
Further news of the Egypt issue is that it was printed at the
State Printing Works, Cairo and that the printing was 600,000
stamps in sheets of 50 perf. 11½.
The Libyan stamps were printed at Enschede in the Netherlands.
Check-list of German cancels for 1966:May 5th - KONIGSDRF
Ringlager 1966
May 28th - KOBLENZ
International Catholic Scout Leaders’ Conf.
July 29th- BUCKENHOFEN BDP Bundeslager 1966
Aug. 1st - FURSTENBERG Franco-German Jamborette
The cancel here is most interesting in that it features
the emblems of both the German and French organizations.
Aug. 1st - FISCHBACH
France-German camp.
Another cancel with French and German emblems.
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October 9th - MESCHEDE 2. Pfadfinder - Werbeschau.
Even more interesting in that the cancel features a Scout
Stamp! The 10 Rp. val of the 1953 Liechtenstein Conference set
is shown in fair representation.
Portugal has had two cancels in 1966. The 10th National Camp
of the Escoteiros de Portugal at St. Antonio Caparica, and postmarked September 3rd. From the C.N.E. Scouts came the cancel for
the Lo. Encontro National Dirigentes. At Fatima, the cancel was
dated from August 14th.
Towards the end of the year, an expensive and unnecessary addition appeared on the scene - the Sheikdom of Qatar changed its
currency from NAIE PAISE and RUPEES to DIRHAMS and RIYALS! Here
was an opportunity not to be missed - and miss it they did not!
Stocks of existing stamps were overprinted with the new currency
in black on the perforated stamps - the imperfs., - the imperf.
min. sheet - and the perf. min. sheet! I have not yet seen any
inverted overprints, but they’ll appear sometime I’m sure!
Neither have I seen any F.D.C.s yet but I expect they’ll soon
be postmarking some!!!
I shall endeavour to publish a complete list of 1966 cancels
and illustrations in the next issue, provided that I get examples
of them for cutting up to make the photoplates.
It will be seen that the promised auction has not materialised this issue, there not being sufficient material sent in to
make it worthwhile. However, there will be coming up some
interesting Mafeking stamps, some pre-war Czech items and a MT.
EDGECUMBE on complete cover which is being sold to raise funds for
a Group’s Building Fund.
With CHARLES SEATON giving up the Sales Bureau, there is a
real reed for someone to take over this valuable service to the
Club. It means quite a bit of letter-writing and book-keeping but
the service is world-wide and I know that CHARLIE enjoyed running
the Bureau, and only his ill-health has caused him to have to give
up.
I have recently attended several auctions in London at which
Mafeking material has been on sale - and the prices continue to
rise to unprecedented limits. Superb items are still in great
demand, as are multiples and the elusive mint stamps.
I hear that the World Chief Guide, our dearly-respected Lady
B-P, is to attend the SOSSI convention at the 12th World Jamboree
and that the Founder’s grandson, Michael Baden-Powell has become
an Honorary Member of the Australian society.
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CANCELLATIONS

FROM

SWEDISH

SCOUT

EVENTS

1966

BY JAN HENRIK BERGQVIST
June 13th-18th 1966, Rydsnäs, SMU-Scoutlägret (SMU)
The cancellation of this camp was used at Eksjö for mail collected
from the mailbox at the SMU-Scoutcamp at Olstorp, Rydsnäs in the
province of Östergötland. The camp insignia shows a lot of ropes
joined in the middle - symbolic for the programme at that camp.
The lettering in the cancellation is inspired from the runie stone
alphabet. At the camp 419 Guides and Scouts and 118 Scouters took
part. Approximately 2000 letters and cards were sent from camp
but no registered mail is known to exist.
June 18th 1966, Fjärås, Koitjärve (SSF)
Also this year the Estonian Scouts and Guides being members of SSF,
arranged a Scout Rally at their open-air centre at Koitjärve near
Fjärås, province of Halland. There was one mailbox that was put
up by the Post Office from Gotebörg 1. The cancellation shows the
Estonian Guide and Scout badge.
2275 items were mailed of which 1279 by Scouts taking part in the
rally. No registered mail exists. The F.D.C.s received an
attractive block of labels from the Tallin Scout Group.
July 19th-27th 1966, Bjuråker, Strömbacka, Scout 50 FA (FA)
A temporary post office from Hudiksvall P.O. 1 was responsible for
the Strömbacka 50th Anniversary camp of the Salvation Army Scout
Association. 6964 letters and cards received the special
cancellation. Nothing known of registered letters. Strömbacka is
situated in the province of Hälsingland.
August 8th-13th 1966, Sävsjöström, Indianlägret (SMU)
This was a SMU-Scoutcamp called lndianlägret (Indians’ camp). The
cancellation was used at the post station at Sävsjöström for mail
collected from the mailbox at camp. Åseda P.O. was responsible for
the mailbox. 2942 letters and cards were cancelled with this
special cancellation, but only 827 sent by campers. Registered
mail not known to exist.
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A cancellation that has been sold as a ‘Scout’ Camp one, is
the one which shows a reef knot (square knot for our friends
across the Atlantic Ocean) and the following information is included for interest.
August 2nd - 11th, 1966, Habo, Munkaskog, MKU, rikslagret
Knopen
At this camp, youth of the Methodist Church Youth Association
took part, which means that there were also Scouts participating.
However, the camp is not to be regarded as a Scout-camp, although
the Scouts are members through MKU in KFUK-KFUM Scout Association.
District Commissioner Sven Faager (KFUK-KFUM and new member of
SSCC) has got it confirmed by a leader of this camp that it was
not a Scout-camp. This is said, since there have been discussions among some of us Swedish SSCC-members how this camp
should be regarded.
(At all camps rubber-stamps have been in use, and are shown on
page 169)
SCOUT STAMP PUBLICITY IN SWEDEN
In two Swedish magazines, “Scout Internationell” and
“Ledarbladet Samspel” there have been excellent illustrated
articles about Scout Stamp Collecting. The text and the fine
photographs are the work of our very good friend JAN HENRIK
BERGQVIST. In both articles the SSCC has been given prominence,
and the continued publicity given to our hobby in Sweden is due
in no small measure to JAN HENRIK’s hard work. Just look at
this month’s ‘New Members’ list to see how practical his efforts
have been. I also hear that JAN HENRIK has followed in the
footsteps of NORMAN ROWE and has also designed a meter cancel,
currently in use at Swedish Scout Headquarters in Stockholm.
I note that the Swedish Postal Authorities have always provided
special cancellations and staff at temporary post offices at
camps etc. without any charge to the sponsors. From now on,
charges will be made, and it is thought that only large events
where postal services are genuinely needed will merit a special
cancel. I would suggest that this is a change for the better,
as the cancels of Sweden have been so prolific (as have been
those of other European countries) that the international
interest has been on the wane for some time now. However, the
cancels of recent years are still very reasonable in price, and I
have been sent a very good stock by HARALD THOURSIE to supply to
our members. Send in your Wants List to me (or alternatively
your list of what you have ) and I will send out on approval.
......JOHN D. ROAKE.
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“TO PAY - OR NOT TO PAY”
BY BOB DOWNER
In the Journal for September, H.L. FEARS wrote of some of the
things that happen behind the scenes of the P.L.D. and the Mint
distributions.
Here now, are a few of the things of which Club Members are
still unaware. I am writing now of the Mint Distribution list,
(although the same thing probably applies to the P.L.D.)
HOWARD obtains the new issues when and where available, by
using his own money. He then forwards the issue to ERIC STEELE
and myself, for distribution to Club Members.
Of the members on my list, one sixth have credit accounts,
(varying from two or three shillings to four or five pounds),
one third will send in their remittances within a week of receiving an issue, one half will send in within four weeks, and
the rest..??
When an issue costs two or three shillings only, to write
a cheque or obtain a P.Q for such a small amount will make it
costly, so why not write a cheque or get a P.O. for a larger
amount, and have a credit account. (This will save you the cost
of poundage or bank charges plus return postage on future issues).
I have some members on my list who wait until they owe for
five or six issues, and then send a cheque or P.O. to cover the
cost of the lot. This is all very well, but would it not be
more Scoutlike to send the money in first, after all, it has
only to be paid once, and Howard would get his money back at a
reasonable early date.
Now a few facts and figures. Of the 90 members on my list,
22 people owe a total of £13.17.10, not a lot, you might say,
but that is on my list only, consider what the grand total must
be for the P.L.D. and M.D.
I don’t want you all to think that this article is all
“grumblin’ and grousin’”, because it’s not, it’s that this article is some of the facts and difficulties involved in the
distribution of material to Club Members, and of what we all
owe our Secretary General in more ways than one.
So as a parting word, play the game, and pay up as soon as,
or before you receive your new issues.
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966 - Mr. Svatopluk Schwarzer,
Mistek,
Kolarikova 1683,
Czechoslovakia.
J/967 - Andrew Weaver,
99 Fraser Road,
Woodseats,
Sheffield 8, Yorks.

J/973 – Paul Shepard,
16 Kirkless Street,
New Springs,
Wigan, Lanc.
J/974 – Richard Bird,
16 Warren Road,
Wanstead,
London, E.11.

968 - Mr. B. Davies,
17 Grasmere Avenue,
Lammack,
Blackburn Lancs.

975 – Mr. Sven Faager,
Furuhallsvagen 2,
Nassjo,
Sweden.

969 - Mr. J. R. Gibbs,
40 Shelley Avenue,
Warwick,
Warwickshire,

976 – Mr. Nils Linge,
Storgatan 48,
Tranas,
Sweden.

970 - Mr. Orville J. O’Brien,
424 Bank St., Apt. 3,
Ottawa 4,
Ontario, Canada.

977 – Mrs. Mildred Nilsson,
Vendelsvagen 8,
Molnlycke,
Sweden.

971 - Mrs. M. Crosbie,
3 Corberry Avenue,
Dumfries,
Scotland.

978 – Mr. Carl-Erik Carlsson,
Box 40,
Kungsangen,
Sweden.

972 - Mr. John D. Dowd,
1843 Norman Street,
Ridgewood,
New York 11227, U.S.A.

J/979 – Mr. Bengt Nystrom,
Bjorkallen 60,
Orebro,
Sweden
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J/980 - Mr. Mats Brisdahl,
Varnhemsgatan 10,
Skovde,
Sweden.
981 - Mr. Sam Gotefelt,
PL 304 C,
Bjursas,
Sweden.
982 - Mr. Bo Schylander,
Tvarvagen 3,
Vallentuna,
Sweden.
983 - Mr. Hans Siecke,
Vitemollegatan 1 A,
Malmo S,
Sweden,
J/984 - Mr. Anders Karlsson,
Norrgardsgatan 8,
Hallsberg,
Sweden.
985 - Mr. G. Nicholson,
The Ridings,
121 Melton Road,
Sprotborough,
Doncaster, Yorks.

986 - Mr. Robert Henderson,
36 Warrender Park Terrace,
Edinburgh 9,
Scotland.
987 - Mr. R. Kearley,
37 Lime Road,
Botley,
Oxford.
J/988 - Mr. Bo Deutgen,
Postbox 375
Gavle,
Sweden.
989 - Mr. Börje Hultgren,
Sommarlustvägen 14,
Kristianstad 3,
Sweden.
990 - Mr. Lennart Jogby,
Köpenhamnsvägen 45 E,
Malmo V,
Sweden.
J/991 - Mr. Clas Runnberg,
Staffligatan 4,
Ängelholm,
Sweden.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
343 - Mr. Edward D. Turnure,
807 Brooks Drive, (Jnr).
Fortville,
Indiana 46040, U.S.A.

875 - Mr. Rune Skohg,
Algrytevagen 63,
Skarholmen,
Sweden.

442 - Mr. Paul E. Turnure,
(as above)

465 - Mr. R.G. Morris,
28 Allee des Chasseurs,
Domaine de Grandchamps,
Le Pecq (S.et 0.),
France.
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613 - Pvt. David E. Meixner,
US 56 381 290,
D-I-MFSS,
Class AML 2-67,
Ft. Sam Houston,
Texas 78234, U.S.A.

757 - Rev. John B. Brady,
Shrine of the Most
Blessed Sacrament Rectory,
6001 Western Avenue, N. W.,
Washington,
D.C. 20015, U.S.A.

688 - Mr. C. J . Wootton,
45 Reynards Close,
Winnersh,
Wokingham, Berks.

851 - Mr. Heiner Erendi,
Elektrogatan 10,
Halsingborg,
Sweden.

——————————————————————————————————————————
HEALEY & WISE LTD.

(continued from page 180)

SCOUT EVENT CANCELLATIONS
Norway

Pakistan
Philippines

1962
1964
1964
1961
1958
1963
1965
1965

Valen i Sunnhordland camp pmk.
Asker KFUK Guide camp
Tromoya F.A. Scout camp pmk.
Karachi Camporee cancel
‘Support World Jamboree’ cancel
‘Girl Scout Week’ cancel
25 years of Girl Scouting cancel
3rd Nat. Jamboree cancel

3/6
3/3/30/7/6
2/6
2/6
2/6

(We also have some scarce cancels from the
1949-1954 period in stock - Wants Lists invited)
Portugal

Switzerland

1956
1960
1964
1946
1946
1946
1950
1951
1951
1925

U.S.A.

1963
1963
1960

Sweden

10th National Camp illus. cover
11th National Camp illus. cover
Scout Stamp Exhibition cancel
Granso camp pmk. (S.S.F.)
Sparreholm Jubilee camp (F.A.)
Bjorko Guide camp (S.F.S.)
Ava-Tyr camp (S.S.F.)
Fryken camp (F.A.)
Jarvso camp (N.T.O.)
1st SWISS NATIONAL CAMP special
Scout cancel on plain cov. ONE ONLY
Basel mobile P.O. Scout pmk.
Solothurn Scout pmk. on illus. cov.
Colorado Springs pmk. on illus. cov.
–––––––oOo–––––––

12/6
8/6
3/6
15/15/15/15/12/6
12/6
£7
3/9
3/9
3/-
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HEALEY & WISE LTD.
14 WORMWOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.
Offers from our extensive stock of Scout Stamps, F.D.C.s and
Scout cancellations. Over 400 items are listed in our special
“Scout Price List” which is available against pre-payment of the
postage.
--------------------MINT STAMPS
(A few examples of stamps in stock)
Brazil
1957 (1) ..
..
1/- Cent,African Rep. 1965 (2) 4/6
Colombia
1962 (5) ..
..
6/- Cuba
1957 (2) ...
5/6
Cyprus
1963 (Min. Sheet) 60/- Dominican Rep. 1957 (8).. 18/Egypt
1956 (3) ..
..
7/- Greece
1960 (8) ...
15/Greece
1963 (5) ..
..
8/3 Haiti
1961 (3) ...
14/6
Haiti
1962 (8) ..
..
9/6 Hungary
1925 (8) ...
80/Hungary
1933 (5) ..
.. 20/- Hungary
1939 (4) ...
5/6
Hungary
1940 (3) ..
..
4/6 Hungary
1941 (4) ...
5/6
Iceland
1964 (2) ..
..
3/6 Jamaica
1964 (3) ...
3/6
Jamaica
1965 (2) ..
..
2/- Japan
1949 (1) ...
10/Japan
1962 (1) ..
..
1/3 Japan
1963 (1) ...
1/--ditto, but in complete sheet25/- -ditto, in comp. sheet
20/Jordan
1964 (7) ..
..
5/6 Jordan
1964 (Min.Sht.)30/Jordan
1964 (7 IMPERF)
£5 Khor Fakkan 1965 (2 o/ps) 12/6
S. Korea
1957 (2) ..
..
5/9 Liberia
1961 (3) ...
7/9
Liech’stn 1957 (2) ..
.. 10/- Lithuania
1938 (4) ...
£6
---ditto, in complete sheet 72/6 Pakistan
1960 (1) ...
6d.
Paraguay
1962 (8 perf. 8 imperf.Min. Sheet, perf. & imperf) £12
Paraguay
1965 (8 perf. 8 imperf.Min.Sheet.perf.’ imperf) £10.10.
Persia
1950 (6) ..
.. 70/- Philippines 1959 (7) ...
30/Philippines 1961(4) ..
..
5/- Portugal
1962 (6) ...
8/Roumania
1931 (5) ..
.. 28/- Roumania
1934 (6) ...
70/Ryukyu Is. 1964 (1) ..
..
1/- Ryukyu Is. 1965 (1) ...
1/--ditto, in complete sheet
20/- --ditto, in comp. sheet
20/Suriname
1961 (5) ..
..
9/- Togo
1961 (6) ...
10/6
Togo
1961 (4 Min.Sheet) £5 Turkey
1938 (6) ...
20/Turkey
1946 (8 semi-post)50/- Turkey
1949 (1 Sefkat
Vietnam
1959 (4) ....
12/6
Pulu)
35/Yemen
1964 (9) ...
17/6
--------------Most other Scout issues in stock - send your wants lists.
Some sets are available in Fine Used condition - wants lists please.
––––––oOo––––––
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HEALEY & WISE LTD.
14 WORMWOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.
FIRST DAY COVERS OF SCOUT STAMPS
Australia
Austria
Bermuda
Cyprus
Great Britain
Greece
Greece

1952
1962
1965
1963
1957
1963
1963

Illustrated cover
10/Illustrated cov. ‘Scout’ stamp pmk.
3/6
50th Anniv. Illus. cover
8/6
Min. Sheet with Scout cancel
£7
Jubilee Jamboree set
30/Marathon sat Off’l F.D.C.
15/As above, registered with the
Marathon C.D.S. on reverse
20/Haiti
1961
Conference sat on illus. cov.
P.O.R.
Haiti
1964
Olympic OAPs (4) on illus. cov.
7/6
Haiti
1964
As above, but with all 5 vats.
(the 5th is not o/d on Scout)
20/Iceland
1964
Pair on illustrated cover
5/Jamaica
1964
Conference set on illus. cov.
7/6
Jamaica
1965
50th Anniv. of Guides
4/Japan
1962
Asian jamb. with Scout cancel
5/Japan
1963
Guide stamp on illus. cover
5/Liechtenstein
1957
Se-Tenant pair on illus. cov.
10/Muscat
1957
Jubilee o/ps on illus. cover
25/New Zealand
1944
Princesses as Guides illus. cov.
3/6
Pakistan
1960
Nat. Jamb. with jamb. postmark
7/6
Panama
1964
Sat of 10 on two illus. covers
6/Persia
1957
B-P Centenary illus. cover
17/6
Persia
1960
3rd Nat. Jamb. Illus. cover
9/Persia
1965
Mid-East Rover Moot illus. cov.
3/Philippines
1948
Imperf. pair on illus. cover
25/Philippines
1961
2 vals. (not tete-beche)
9/Qatar
1957
Jubilee o/ps on illus. cover
25/Ryukyu Is.
1964
Guide stamp illustrated cover
3/6
Ryukyu Is.
1965
Scout anniv. with special pmk.
3/6
St. Vincent
1964
Sat on illustrated cover
8/Switzerland
1963
Single vat. on illus. cover
4/6
Syria
1958
Jamboree pair on illus. cover
32/6
U.S.A.
1950
Boy Scout issue on illus. cover
5/Yemen
1964
Set of 9 on two illus. covers
30/----------------------Many other F.D.C.s available, nearly all of which are on specially
printed illustrated covers .......... send your wants lists.

180.
HEALEY & WISE LTD.
14 WORMWOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.
SPECIAL SCOUT EVENT CANCELLATIONS
Australia
Austria

Belgium

Brazil
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Finland

France
Germany

1962
1964
1956
1956
1957
1958
1961
1965
1963
1964
1965
1964
1945
1962
1963
1947
1949
1955
1958
1964
1964

1965

Greece
Iceland
India
Israel
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway

1958
1964
1959
1956
1961
1956
1964
1960
1961
1960
1961

Hobart Corroborree pmk.
4/–
7th Jamb, reg’d cover handstamped
10/45 years of Scouting illus, card
5/Murau Ski-Concourse cancel
12/Stamp Day special postmark
12/6
Innsbruck Ski-Concourse
5/50 years Vienna Scouts St. George
3/9
10th anniv. Grinzing Scouts
3/Sea Scout base inauguration
4/Scout Day for handicapped youth
4/Girl Guide Jubilee cancel
3/50th anniv Exhibition, Sao Paulo
3/6
‘Skautske Slavrnosti’ on plain cover £5
Viborg camp postmark
5/Nyborg Guide Congress postmark
3/6
Westend camp illus, cover & cachet
50/Kolho pmk on illus. cover
40/Ekenas camp pmk on illus. cover
17/6
Hango Hanko pmk, on illus, cover
10/Scout Day pmk. en illus cover
4/Seven different camp pmk, on cover;
Kettwig; Eversborg; Berlin; Letter;
Reichenberg; Rixfieid; Namborn
3/- each
Six different camp and other cancels;
Gransted; Kettwig; Brexbachtal;
Itzenhoe; Furstenburg; Youth Day
3/- each
Girl Guide conf. pmk. on plain cov.
7/6
Hraunbua camp local and label
8/6
Delhi conference cancel plain cov.
7/Ramat Gan Jamboree pmk on cosier
7/6
8th Jamb, cancel on care or cover
5/6
3rd Nat. Jamb. Perugia. illus cov.
20/50th anniv. illus. cover and pmk.
4/Indaba spec. cover and pmk.
8/Waterkamp Spec cover and pmk.
4/6
Brunlanes camp pmk.
4/9
Rirngeroke camp pmk.
4/9

(continued on page 177)

WHO’S WHO Cont’d...
PERMANENT LIST distributed by:–
Messrs. A. Morris, D. Walton, J. Woodhouse,
D.E. Bourke, and P. Duck.
MINT STAMPS distributed by:–
Messrs. B. Downer and E.C. Steel.
JOURNALS distributed by:–
Messrs. C.H. Ladyman, F. Gordon Palmer, A. Morris, D. Young,
D.C.D. Potter, J. Ineson, R. Hilleard, and R.J. Searle.
CLUB SERVICES.
Permanent List and Mint Stamps

Apply to:-

Howard L. Fears.

Approval Service

”

”

David Start Esq.,
34 Woodriffe Road,
London E.11.

Club Packet

”

”

Roy E. Rhodes

Club Auction

”

”

John D. Roake.

– – – – – – – – –
* Committee Members.

Other committee members are:–

Peter Duck Esq.,
Stanley Hunter Esq.,
23 Kenmore Close,
34 Gray Street,
Kent Road, Kew, Surrey.
Glasgow C.3, Scotland.
– – – – – – – – –
By addressing your enquiries or correspondence to the person concerned, you will ease the work of others and ensure a prompt reply.
Many Thanks.
– – – – – – – – –

